
Welcome to Biology

Tuesday 

8/10/21



Daily Agenda
1. Yesterday

2. Begin Experiment
Can Artemia sanfriscana hatch and survive 

without saltwater?

3. Dissection Microscopes 
and Initial Observations



Yesterday

➢ Can Artemia sanfriscana hatch and survive
without saltwater?
❖ Lab Safety and Procedures

❖ Introduced the animal and the lab
❖ Prepped experiment



Today
1. Set up our lab report (called an activity sheet).

2. Meet with your group from yesterday at your lab table.

3. Obtain your three cups from yesterday.

4. Follow the instructions found at your lab table to prepare your two 
cups with eggs and either salt or freshwater.

5. Participate in the Dissection Microscope (DM) tutorial.

6. Use the DM to complete activity sheet prompts Part A and B. 



Lab Reports Typically referred to as Activity Sheets
(typically used for any activity)

✓Grade level professional

✓Follow all formatting and                                                                      
dating instructions

✓The work is your own



A quick chat about the difference between group work

and copying (which is cheating and not allowed at IRHS)…

❖ Students are expected, during group work and 
at other approved times, to help each other 
better understand the questions, concepts and 
answers we will be working with in this class.

❖ But this almost never involves actually copying 
another student’s written work.

❖ The activity sheets and other work with your 
name on it reflects your understanding and 
ability, and answers must be in your own words.

❖ Your work then receives a grade, which reflects 
how well you did the assigned job (which 
generally involves how well you were able to 
understand, communicate and apply the 
concepts we are working with).

❖ Copying, unless specifically approved, is 
considered cheating and can lead to unfortunate 
consequences.



Can Artemia sanfriscana hatch and survive without saltwater?
Title as shown above
Name, date (8/10/21), period - in upper right hand corner
Copy our objectives

Objectives
Develop people and lab skills
Understand the design of a controlled experiment

Write the following…
Partners:

When you meet with your group, write out each partner’s first and last 
name (in your handwriting)



Delete “5 grams of salt”
Replace with “4 grams of salt”



Lab Instructions Tuesday

1. Obtain your three cups from yesterday from the box on the cart.

2. In the cup labeled “Freshwater” measure and dispense 200 ml of spring water from the flask 
at your station. Pour slowly so eggs stay submerged and don’t cling to walls of cup (push them 
into water with spoon if they do).

3. In the unlabeled cup measure 5 grams of sea salt.

4. Into the unlabeled cup measure and dispense 200 ml of spring water from the flask on your 
table. Stir with the spoon and dissolve as much salt as possible. Rinse and dry the spoon 
when done.

5. Pour the salt water into the cup labelled “Saltwater” in the manner described in #2 above. 
Rinse out and dry the empty, unlabeled cup and leave it on your tray with any other empty 
cups.

6. Complete the Activity Sheet prompts and activities. 

Then place your two cups in the designated storage box and get cleanup OK. 



Activity Sheet
Record your partners' first and last names (your handwriting).
Title the next section “Experimental design” and continue with the prompts below.

Part A Answer in complete sentences!!
1. How are we going to attempt to answer our question?
2. Describe the amount of eggs that were used in each test tube.
3. Describe how much salt was mixed with how much water to make your 

saltwater solution.
4. Describe how much of the saltwater and how much of the freshwater liquids 

were used in each test tube.
Part B
1. Draw a circle with the large plastic dish. In the circle, draw several eggs (shade 

drawing to give detail) at the highest magnification. Describe the eggs.
REMEMBER TO GET CLEANUP OK BEFORE LEAVING YOUR STATION


